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What is Electricity?

ricity is energy which is caused by the movement of particles called electrons.

ricity is used to power items such as Kettles, Televisions and Lights.

ricity is created by generators using a variety of renewable and Non-renewable
ods.

Energy includes Wind, Solar and Hydro energy.
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Safety Quiz

the safety initiative from Northern Ireland Electricity Networks aimed at
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1. 	Always remember to look out for overhead lines before flying your kite and fishing.
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Look Up, Look Out 				
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ricity is used to power items such as Kettles, Televisions and Lights.

ricity is created by generators using a variety of renewable and Non-renewable
ods.

Energy includes Wind, Solar and Hydro energy.
DANGER OF D _ _ _ _
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3. What should you do if you drop something into a substation?

energy takes the rays from the sun to create electricity

o energy uses the movement of water to produce electricity

4. Is the electrical power in a substation the same as the power in your home and why?

able Energy is where fossil fuels such gas, coal and oil are burnt to create
energy
5. Can electricity jump gaps?
Yes			

No
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Quiz Answers

the safety initiative from Northern Ireland Electricity Networks aimed at
reness of the dangers of the electricity network among Key Stage 2 pupils.
1. 	You should always Look Up and Look Out for overhead electricity lines.
so an online character ‘Suzy Sparkz’ to help guide pupils through the everyday
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3. 	NEVER climb into the substation. On every substation there is a white sign with a telephone
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ricity is energy which is caused by the movement of particles called electrons.
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